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ABSTRACT

When John Roberts was nominated by President George Bush to be the next Chief Justice of the Supreme Court after Chief Justice William Rehnquist, it marked a shift in constitutional jurisprudence. With some exceptions, the Roberts Court has produced classically liberal decisions on a whole host of constitutional issues. Classically liberal decisions have been produced in the realms of free speech, campaign finance, gun rights, gay rights, searches and seizures, and religious freedom. The member Justices have produced these decisions consistent with natural law and libertarianism both unanimously and in close decisions, including decisions involving Justices voting against their traditional liberal-conservative blocs. Despite creating a litany of libertarian decisions, no single member of the Roberts Court self-identifies as a libertarian. This has puzzled academics and commentators, leading many to write off the Roberts
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Court as simply inconsistent. The Justices of the Roberts Court, including new Justices Sonia Sotomayor and Elena Kagan, offer differing jurisprudences richer than the popular bimodal right-left paradigm. Both liberal and conservative Justices, despite their vast differences on Constitutional topics like textualism and purposivism, have arrived at classically liberal conclusions in their rulings, advancing individual rights instead of government regulations. The Declaration of Independence, Constitution, and Bill of Rights were written with natural law and classical liberal principles in the forefront of the Founder’s minds, which means that a Supreme Court charged with upholding the Constitution should produce results consistent with libertarianism. A libertarian impulse grounded in natural law sets the stage for the Roberts Court deciding opinions that are classically liberal. This libertarian instinct model, however, is not perfect and does not explain many decisions because the Court is not intentionally libertarian. Although no single Justice is classically liberal, however, the Roberts Court as a whole is more classically liberal than any of its members.

I. Introduction

On September 29, 2005, John Roberts became Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court. For the past ten years, he has led the Court in making landmark decisions across a whole host of issues. However, the jurisprudence of the Roberts Court has confounded many. The Roberts Supreme Court is often criticized as “inconsistent” because the member Justices swing from their liberal and conservative blocs instead of remaining predictably entrenched.¹

Occasionally, the Justices themselves complain about the Court’s inconsistencies.\(^2\) Sometimes, however, Justices are praised for voting against their traditional blocs.\(^3\) The Justices of the Roberts Court offer much more than two-dimensional partisan divisions. I offer a different interpretation that the Roberts Court’s oscillation reflects classically liberal values embedded in the Constitution and the Justices’ own libertarian-esque judicial methodologies. The Declaration of Independence, Constitution, and Bill of Rights provide broad protections of individual liberty and autonomy. This libertarian model of government envisioned by the Founders should produce results in the Supreme Court consistent with those same principles. The Justices of the Roberts Court have consistently produced many classically liberal decisions that reaffirm the Constitution’s natural rights protections. Classically liberal decisions have been produced in the realms of free speech, campaign finance, gun rights, gay rights, searches and seizures, and religious freedom. A libertarian impulse, despite its decentralized and fractured nature, forces the Justices to respect individual liberty and in fact serves as a makeshift shield against heavy handed government intrusion. Because the classical liberal element is unconscious and not intentional, the libertarian dimension of the Roberts Court does not explain every decision or doc-


trinal developments. Although no single Justice on the Roberts Supreme Court is classically liberal, the Roberts Court as a whole is more classically liberal than any of its individual member Justices.

II. BACKGROUND

Academics and commentators have traditionally placed the Justices on a right-left spectrum, much like the two dominant political parties, to explain their jurisprudence. “Liberal” Justices, usually appointed by Democratic Presidents, have a more functionalist, interventionist mindset. “Conservative” Justices, usually appointed by Republican Presidents, tend to have a formalist, restrained approach. This rugged, bimodal model of judicial interpretation works for many cases, but it fails to explain judges switching sides, unanimous opinions, and opinions that counter both binary options. A libertarian dimension on the Court, grounded in natural law principles, can often explain these “inconsistencies” on the Roberts Court, especially in divided opinions where a one or two Justice swing decides the case.

4 Except perhaps Clarence Thomas. See Bill Kauffmann, Clarence Thomas, REASON MAGAZINE, Nov. 1987, available at http://reason.com/archives/1987/11/01/clarence-thomas/2 (“I certainly have some very strong libertarian leanings, yes. I tend to really be partial to Ayn Rand, and to The Fountainhead and Atlas Shrugged. But at this point I'm caught in the position where if I were a true libertarian I wouldn't be here in government”).


7 Id.
Justice Anthony Kennedy is usually considered the “swing Justice” on the Court, having been the determinative vote in many decisive and contested cases.\(^8\) Justice Kennedy’s “faint-hearted libertarianism”\(^9\) proves the inherent weaknesses of the liberal-conservative jurisprudence narrative for the high court. Justice Kennedy’s periodic eschewal of his own conservative bloc reflects a classically liberal element to his judicial decision-making. Justice Kennedy’s willingness to rebuke the expectations of the right-left paradigm has allowed him to oscillate between the conservative and liberal blocs to often further libertarian interests, notably in the areas of sexual autonomy\(^10\) and free speech.\(^11\) However, all of the Roberts Court Justices have, at one time or another, voted against their bloc.

Some of the most libertarian decisions produced by the Roberts Court have been the most celebrated. These celebrated decisions are often unanimous or near-unanimous. For example, *Snyder v. Phelps*, decided 8-1, provides robust libertarian free speech protections for protestors at military funerals.\(^12\) Chief Justice Roberts’s majority opinion is reminiscent of the seductive but apocryphal Voltaire quote “I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your right...

---

\(^8\) Memorandum, SCOTUSBLOG (June 30, 2012), available at http://sblog.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/SCOTUSblog_Summary_Memo_OT11.pdf (“Justice Kennedy remained the Justice most likely to be in the majority of a 5-4 decision”).
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to say it.” 13 Even Justice Alito, the lone dissenter in *Snyder*, focused his dissenting opinion on the *injuries* caused by the protestors, 14 which can be reconciled with the non-aggression principle’s reasoning. 15 In *United States v. Jones*, the Roberts Court unanimously blocked the Federal Government’s warrantless placement of GPS tracking devices onto cars, holding that it constituted a warrantless search in violation of the Fourth Amendment. 16 Justice Scalia, in an opinion joined by the “liberal” Justice Sotomayor, recognized that protecting citizens from such warrantless physical intrusions was the “monument of English freedom” at the time of the Founding. 17 In the recent *Riley v. California* decision, a unanimous Supreme Court again held unconstitutional state and Federal government attempts to search without a warrant the entirety of cellphones seized incident to arrest. 18 Seven other Justices, three liberal and four conservative, signed onto the Chief Justice’s opinion, which shows the power of the Justices’ libertarian impulses to vote with members of the rival bloc to protect liberty interests. However, some decisions that advance natural law and classically liberal principles have been met with criticism and scorn.

The most divided cases that advance libertarian interests are also the most contested, usually because the Justices vote with their bloc.
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The divisive *Hobby Lobby* decision furthered a closely-held corporation’s religious liberty against a backdrop of government regulations in the healthcare sector. Libertarianism found an early foothold in religious toleration and freedom because it stresses freedom of conscience as a fundamental human right. Justice Alito’s *Hobby Lobby* decision furthers those protections against government intervention. Much of the criticism of the *Hobby Lobby* decision stems from the Justices voting squarely with their blocs with no vote-switching. The gun rights cases, *District of Columbia v. Heller* and *McDonald v. Chicago*, are also contested and criticized because the Justices, although advancing libertarian interests, remained entrenched in their blocs. The property-protecting *Horne II* decision saw numerous opinions by the Justices with no cross-voting along conservative-liberal lines. *Horne II* recognized that personal property received the same constitutional takings protection as real property over a vocal Sotomayor dissent. These cases are not unanimous, but they still advance classically liberal jurisprudence on the whole.

This stands in contrast to the celebrated decisions *Obergefell v. Hodges* and *United States v. Windsor* because Justice Kennedy
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26 “[T]he retention of even one property right that is not destroyed is sufficient to defeat a claim of a per se taking” *Horne*, 135 S. Ct. at 2438 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting).
27 Id. at 2584.
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voted with the liberal bloc to strike down both state laws banning gay marriage, and the Defense of Marriage Act’s federal definition of marriage as a man and a woman, respectively. Chief Justice Robert’s *N.F.I.B. v. Sebelius* decision, which upheld the Affordable Care Act under Congress’s taxing power, advanced libertarian interests in the sense that it recognized an activity-inactivity distinction for Congressional commerce power, which had remained largely unchecked for over 70 years, but betrayed those same natural law principles by upholding the interventionist law. Chief Justice John Roberts was hailed as a “statesman” for voting against his bloc in *N.F.I.B.* The celebration of *N.F.I.B.* and gay marriage decisions compared to the criticism of *Hobby Lobby* and the gun rights cases show that citizens, academics, and commentators alike reward Justices for voting against their partisan blocs because it reaffirms the image of the Supreme Court as a neutral decision maker.

**III. THE CONSTITUTION IS CLASSICALLY LIBERAL**

The Constitution provides robust protections for a whole host of individual liberties consistent with a classically liberal governance structure. The Preamble of the Constitution spells out that the Constitution was designed to “secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity.” The Preamble also dictates that the Federal

---

33 U.S. Const. Pmbl.
Government must “establish Justice,”\textsuperscript{34} which requires protecting all citizens equally before the law. This broad, libertarian language was not written by James Madison in a vacuum. The Framers were influenced by classically liberal writers like John Locke, David Hume, and Adam Smith. For instance, the famous Scottish Enlightenment philosopher David Hume wrote that justice requires stability in possession, transfer by consent, and the keeping of promises.\textsuperscript{35} This contract-based theory of justice found a home in the United States Constitution, which bans laws “impairing the Obligation of Contracts”\textsuperscript{36} and holds prior debt contracts against the United States as valid.\textsuperscript{37}

In a similar vein, John Locke wrote that a just government must protect the natural rights of life, liberty, and property.\textsuperscript{38} These classically liberal ideas were in the air during the Founding, and influenced the Declaration of Independence’s pronouncement that the protection of “Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness” are unalienable rights.\textsuperscript{39} The Declaration of Independence is the full libertarian recognition that rights exist outside of government and there are certain domains that no majoritarian democracy can interfere in.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., pointed to this rich, libertarian language in his seminal “I Have a Dream” speech, referring to the contract-as-justice language in the Constitution, by stating that:

\begin{quote}
In a sense we've come to our nation's capital to cash a check. When the architects of our republic wrote the magnificent
\end{quote}
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words of the Constitution and the Declaration of Independence, they were signing a promissory note to which every American was to fall heir. This note was a promise that all men, yes, black men as well as white men, would be guaranteed the ‘unalienable Rights’ of ‘Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.’ It is obvious today that America has defaulted on this promissory note, insofar as her citizens of color are concerned. Instead of honoring this sacred obligation, America has given the Negro people a bad check, a check which has come back marked “insufficient funds.”

Dr. King recognized that for almost 200 years the natural law rhetoric of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution was not extended to African-Americans by the Federal and state governments. The natural law exists for all people in all times and all places, yet a country founded on libertarian principles denied those protections for so long. Dr. King’s focus on the contractual nature of natural rights resonates with Hume’s justice model and Locke’s aforementioned just government framework. Dr. King recognized the proliferation of property right protections in the Constitution as an extension of human rights and the right to self-ownership.

The American natural law tradition also borrows from ancient Roman law. The writings of Cicero helped lay the foundation

---

for classical liberalism in ancient Rome. Cicero wrote of a “true law” grounded in nature that exists in all times and all places, and his writings have remained influential even today. Cicero himself saw his Republic transform into a dictatorship and Empire. The American Founders were well aware of the successes and failures of both the Roman Republic and the giant, brooding Roman Empire. After all, the Founders wrote the Federalist Papers and Anti-Federalist Papers under Roman pseudonyms like Publius. The Founders looked to examples like the Twelve Tables, which were an early Roman attempt at codifying the rights of the citizenry in governmental affairs, including the judiciary. The Twelve Tablets were “placed in the Forum, so that every citizen could easily read them. They were created after extensive public debate and discussion, by a committee of ten (decemvirs) which relied in part on Greek law, and which made revisions based on public comment by citizens.” This served as a forerunner to the debates surrounding the American Constitution and Bill of Rights, which also recognize the rights of the citizenry in governmental affairs. The natural law espoused by Roman theorists has echoed throughout the ages, and it certainly influenced the Constitution.

The Constitution gives the Federal government, in theory, limited and enumerated powers to govern. Congress was not given general plenary police powers but was instead limited to those powers

---

46 The Federalist No. 10 (James Madison).
“herein granted” under Article 1, Section 8, which included the power to regulate interstate commerce and declare war. Combined with the Tenth Amendment’s broad language prohibiting Congress from acting outside of its enumerated powers, the Constitution makes Congress textually restricted in power, which should advance liberty. Chief Justice Roberts, in his N.F.I.B. opinion, lays out this enumerated powers framework nicely:

Today, the restrictions on government power foremost in many Americans’ minds are likely to be affirmative prohibitions, such as contained in the Bill of Rights. These affirmative prohibitions come into play, however, only where the Government possesses authority to act in the first place. If no enumerated power authorizes Congress to pass a certain law, that law may not be enacted, even if it would not violate any of the express prohibitions in the Bill of Rights or elsewhere in the Constitution.

The irony is that the Affordable Care Act falls far outside the scope of Congressional powers and yet was still upheld. There is one enumerated power that should worry classical liberals – the necessary and proper clause. The fuzzy language of “necessary and proper” should worry libertarians because it does not provide any clear rules and governments often push the boundaries of vagueness. The modifier “and” provides minimal reassurance to those skeptical of government power because both “necessary” and “proper” have no tangible meaning. The Supreme Court has confirmed libertarians’ fears

48 Id.
50 U.S. CONST. amend. X.
from practically the beginning, holding that “necessary and proper” essentially means “convenient.” Libertarians argue that convenience should not be the guiding government principle because it undermines the democratic imprimatur of political policy agendas and devalues the bastion of liberties that natural rights provides.

Another troublesome provision for classical liberals in Article I’s grant of power to Congress is the Commerce Clause. Despite its language to simply “regulate” commerce, the Commerce Clause has been read broadly by the Supreme Court. In *Wickard v. Filburn*, a progressive Supreme Court hostile to laissez-faire capitalism held that a farmer consuming their own production grown and eaten intra-state can still be regulated by Congress because it affects the interstate economy in the aggregate. The Court also read the Commerce Clause to allow Congress to curb racism in businesses like local hotels and restaurants. This aggregate model of Commerce Clause jurisprudence led to decades of no Federal laws being struck down for violating the Commerce Clause. The Rehnquist Court later restricted Congress’ power to regulate Commerce by creating a substantive economic activity restriction. The Rehnquist Court struck down a school zone gun safety law and the Violence Against Women Act passed by Congress as violative of the Commerce Clause. However, the Rehnquist Court did still agree with the aggregate Commerce model in *Gonzales v. Raich*, a case in which libertarian Randy Barnett argued and lost. In *Gonzales v. Raich*, the

---

53 McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. 316, 413 (1819).
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Rehnquist Court held that Congressional regulation of a person’s individual growing and personal use of marijuana with no intention of ever buying or selling that marijuana was Constitutional under the Commerce power because aggregately it affected the inter-state commerce market for marijuana. This broad reading of Congressional power should worry libertarians concerned about limitations on government power.

The Bill of Rights to the Constitution, adopted as a compromise with the Anti-Federalists, delineate areas of our private life that the government must respect. The Bill of Rights tells the Federal Government what it cannot do, which is a significant departure from the text of the Constitution that largely empowers the Federal Government by providing grants of power. The Bill of Rights recognizes broad protections of the right of conscience through the religious and free speech clauses of the First Amendment. The Bill of Rights recognizes the right of self-defense and the protection of a “free State” in the Second Amendment. The Bill of Rights provides procedural protections of the home to shield against government intrusion through the Third and Fourth Amendments. The Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Amendments provide more procedural and substantive protections in the criminal and judicial context.

The Ninth Amendment, however, provides the most robust defense of liberty in the Bill of Rights. The Ninth Amendment, famous termed “The Forgotten Amendment,” provides “The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.” The Founders feared an ever-growing government so they wanted to make sure that other

65 U.S. CONST. amend. IX.
natural rights, although not enumerated in the Constitution, were still sheltered from government intrusion. This is the broadest protection of natural rights and libertarian principles in the Bill of Rights, but the Supreme Court in the past has mostly ignored it, as natural rights often stand in the way of government growth. However, the Ninth Amendment has not been completely forgotten. The most famous Ninth Amendment opinion was Justice Goldberg’s concurrence in Griswold v. Connecticut in which he argued that the “right of privacy in the marital relation is fundamental and basic—a personal right ‘retained by the people’ within the meaning of the Ninth Amendment.” Justice Goldberg’s opinion reasserted the Ninth Amendment in the national consciousness by recognizing an unenumerated right of privacy. The Supreme Court has also found libertarian success in other domains.

The Reconstruction Amendments, adopted between 1865 and 1870, fortify the Constitution’s natural law and classical liberal foundations. The Thirteenth Amendment bans slavery throughout the United States, which constitutionally solved America’s slavery tragedy and bars government authorization and entrenchment of the absolute domination of people’s personhood and labor. The libertarian implications of the Thirteenth Amendment could not be clearer: people in the United States have a right to own their body and their labor.

The Fourteenth Amendment transformed America’s Constitution and federalist mandates. The Fourteen Amendment provides, in part:

---

68 U.S. CONST. amends. XIII-XV.
All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.  

The Fourteenth Amendment also assigns Congress the power to enforce the provisions against the states, which shifts the previous model of dual sovereignty because now Congress and the Federal government has constitutional authority to inquire into the laws and civil rights of the various states. This also signals that the protection of individual rights is not a mere statutory matter but rather a significant Constitutional affair. The introduction of citizenship to freed blacks was the Constitutional response to the infamous Dred Scott decision that barred blacks from American citizenship, often called the worst Supreme Court decision in U.S. history. This broad bestowal of citizenship parallels the classical liberal natural law that sees past color and creed and instead looks to the humanity of every individual. The Privileges or Immunities clause, meant to enforce against the states the rights contained in the Bill of Rights and elsewhere, was made practically dead letter by the Supreme Court in

---

69 U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1.
70 Id. at § 5.
71 Dred Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S. 393 (1856).
73 U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1.
the 1870s. However, the Supreme Court revived what the Privileges and Immunities Clause was meant to protect through the Due Process Clause. Using the Due Process Clause instead of the Privileges or Immunities Clause to apply the Bill of Rights to the states has not been without its critics.

The Equal Protection Clause also fits a natural law mold because it requires that everyone be equal before the law. This legal egalitarianism of the Fourteenth Amendment duplicates the Declaration of Independence’s recognition of “the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God entitle” men and universal pronouncement that “all men are created equal.” Unfortunately, the Supreme Court initially muted the Equal Protection clause by endorsing “separate but equal” as the legal standard, which further institutionalized racist norms and entrenched minorities in sub-par occupations. Justice Harlan wrote a powerful dissent embracing a colorblind Constitution, writing “[t]here is no caste here” and that the U.S. Constitution “neither knows nor tolerates classes among citizens.”

After a momentous legal effort led by the NAACP, the Supreme Court finally struck down “separate but equal” and instead held that

---

75 Slaughter-House Cases, 83 U.S. 36 (1872).
77 E.g., McDonald v. City of Chicago, 561 U.S. 742, 806 (2010) (Thomas, J., concurring) (“I cannot agree that it is enforceable against the States through a clause that speaks only to ‘process.’ Instead, the right to keep and bear arms is a privilege of American citizenship that applies to the States through the Fourteenth Amendment’s Privileges or Immunities Clause.”).
78 THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE para. 1-2 (U.S. 1776).
79 Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
81 Plessy, 163 U.S. at 559 (Harlan, J., dissenting).
separate government facilities across racial lines is “inherently une-
qual.” The Burger Court further developed the Court’s Equal Pro-
tection jurisprudence further by holding that race-conscious univer-
sity affirmative action programs, if designed properly, are constitu-
tional. The Rehnquist Court clarified that rigid, mechanical appli-
cations of race consciousness in public universities were unconstitu-
tional but still upheld an individualized holistic review of appli-
cants that took race into account. Affirmative action programs have
long come under fire for violating the race blindness ideal Justice
Harlan pined for, and they actually aggregately harm minority stu-
dent achievement. The Fourteenth Amendment’s text and history
were framed in the natural law tradition, but previous Supreme
Court regimes have curbed or altered its libertarian implications.

The Fifteenth Amendment, the last Reconstruction Amendment,
provides that “The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall
not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on
account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude” and that
Congress can enforce this through legislation. This Amendment
was designed to restrict the use of racist voting devices, like poll
taxes, that were aimed at disenfranchising black voters. The classi-

---

86 But see Plessy, 163 U.S. at 561 (1896) (Harlan, J., dissenting) (“There is a race so
different from our own that we do not permit those belonging to it to become citizens
of the United States. Persons belonging to it are, with few exceptions, absolutely ex-
cluded from our country. I allude to the Chinese race.”).
87 Richard Sander & Stuart Taylor Jr., Mismatch: How Affirmative Action
Hurts Students It’s Intended to Help, and Why Universities Won’t Admit It
(2012).
88 U.S. CONST. amend. XV.
cal liberal instinct behind this amendment reifies the natural law inherent in America’s constitution. The Supreme Court, although hesitant at first,\(^90\) has long recognized the importance of this Amendment in stamping out collectivist racism against blacks, which stopped them from exercising one of their fundamental democratic rights, the right to vote.\(^91\) The Twenty-Fourth Amendment, adopted in 1964, provides similar protection against polling taxes at the federal level.\(^92\) Congressional enforcement in this context means that the people of this nation can oversee fair voting in elections by making voting equality across racial lines a national mandate.

**IV. THE ROBERTS COURT IS MORE CLASSICALLY LIBERAL THAN ANY OF ITS JUSTICES.**

A Supreme Court tasked with upholding a Constitution grounded in important classical liberal themes should produce decisions consistent with those principles.\(^93\) The Constitution is not fully libertarian given that it originally allowed slavery and now permits an income tax, among other provisions hostile to freedom. The Roberts Court has continued this imperfect but inherent trend toward libertarianism. The Roberts Court has provided the broadest protections of free speech\(^94\) and gay rights\(^95\) in American history. The Roberts Court, although made up of a majority of conservative Justices, has followed the natural law instincts inherent in the Constitution

---

\(^90\) See Guinn v. United States, 238 U.S. 347 (1915).
\(^92\) U.S. Const. amend. XXIV.
and is chipping away at Federal and state governments’ intrusions into citizens’ daily lives.  

Majority decisions in the Roberts Court often rely on eschewing the traditional bimodal blocs to come to a classically liberal opinion. In order for the Roberts Court to produce a majority “liberal” decision, at least one “conservative” Justice must vote against his bloc. Naturally, it should be easier for a conservative Justice to vote against their bloc when the liberal position on that particular issue is also the libertarian, natural law position. The same holds true for liberal vote-switching to the conservative side. Vote-switching most often happens in the Roberts Court when producing classically liberal decisions because the text and history of the Constitution provides a fountain of natural law theory and application.

The conservative bloc is thought to be hostile to gay rights, but a gay-friendly majority decision in the Roberts Court requires at least one conservative to side with the liberal bloc. The Roberts Court has consistently done just that. Justice Kennedy has traditionally been the conservative Justice most likely to side with the liberals on gay-friendly cases, but in Hollingsworth v. Perry it was Chief Justice Roberts and Justice Scalia in the majority on a same-sex couples-friendly decision. In fact, Justice Kennedy dissented and sided against arguments in Hollingsworth that led to a pro-same sex marriage outcome, an unusual move for him, and Justice Sotomayor broke rank and joined the conservative position in dissent as well. This decision had rampant vote switching yet a classically liberal decision was announced. Chief Justice Roberts and Justice Scalia are assuredly not libertarians, but their judicial methodologies differ just enough from

---

*133 S.Ct. 2652 (2013). Supreme Court decision denying standing to proponents of California’s Proposition 8, defining marriage as between one man and one woman, due to a lack of cognizable injury after California refused to defend the Proposition after a District Court judge struck it down as unconstitutional.*
a pure conservative entrenchment model to produce libertarian decisions.

Most famously, Justice Kennedy joined the liberal wing in the landmark *Obergefell* decision that declared laws banning same-sex marriage unconstitutional and, further, that states must recognize same-sex marriages performed out of state. Following his liberty-based jurisprudence in previous gay rights decisions, Justice Kennedy laid out his vision of the constitution that recognized the “abiding connection between marriage and liberty.” “Liberty” appeared over twenty-five times in Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion. The libertarian instinct model played a strong role in the Court’s recognition of gay marriage.

The recent campaign finance and speech decisions have also produced mixed libertarian decisions. The Roberts Court has produced decisions that recognize unions, for-profit corporations, and not-for-profit corporations as having First Amendment free speech rights and struck down aggregate campaign donation limits as unconstitutional. The campaign finance and electioneering jurisprudence of the Roberts Court is intriguing for two reasons. First, it is not entirely clear which is the “conservative” position and which is the “liberal” position. Second, despite the uncertainty of bloc predictability, the member Justices voted purely with their blocs, remaining entrenched, yet still produced classically liberal opinions.

Surprisingly, the conservative and liberal positions on campaign finance and electioneering laws are not predictable. Granted, all of the conservative Justices in *Citizens United* and *McCutcheon* voted to advance free speech in a classically liberal fashion. However, the

---

97 *Obergefell*, 135 S. Ct. at 2584.
99 *Obergefell*, 135 S. Ct. at 2599.
American Civil Liberties Union, a liberal legal interest group, filed an amicus brief with the Supreme Court urging the Court to advance free speech instead of upholding the government regulations of political speech in *Citizens United*.\(^{102}\) Despite this, the liberal Justices all voted to uphold the government regulations in both cases. The willingness of the Roberts Court liberal Justices to prevent political speech is a shocking departure from the protections proffered by liberal Justices during the Burger Court, in which the conservative Justices wanted to restrict speech.\(^{103}\) During the oral argument of *Citizens United*, Justice Kennedy clarified with the Assistant Solicitor General that upholding the law would lead to banning books, signifying the magnitude of the switch the liberal Justices made on campaign finance decisions.\(^{104}\) The Roberts Court had decided almost unanimously that Westboro Baptist protestors could display inflammatory signage at a soldier’s funeral,\(^{105}\) but campaign finance laws crossed a free speech line for the liberal Justices. Justice Alito, on the other hand, apparently thought that campaign speech and regulations on political donations crossed that same line in the other direction by virtue of his voting with the majority in *Citizens United* and *McCutcheon*. *Citizens United* and *McCutcheon* were displays of bloc solidarity but maybe for misunderstood reasons. Perhaps every Justice on the Supreme


Court broke rank by switching their vote and a classically liberal decision emerged from the smoke and fiery ashes. The Roberts Court is more libertarian than any of its member Justices in an indirect and unconscious way.

The Roberts Court’s gun rights decisions do fit the left-right paradigm, but the reasoning in the decisions draws on classical liberal reasoning and values. The Second Amendment provides that the right to bear arms is necessary for a “free State,” which conjures up images of a “land of liberty” free from government oppression. The Founders fought against an oppressive English monarchy to establish a free state, which serves as a model of the right to defend yourself against intruders and a tyrannical government. Under classical liberalism, a right to self-defense must include a right to the means of self-defense. In the District of Columbia v. Heller decision, the Roberts Court, Justice Scalia writing for a 5-4 majority, held that D.C.’s handgun ban and other firearm regulations were unconstitutional. Justice Scalia’s opinion is vivid of libertarian pronouncements. Justice Scalia wrote that the Second Amendment right to bear arms is “secured to them as individuals, according to ‘libertarian political principles,’ not as members of a fighting force.” Justice Scalia, subject to his own unconscious libertarian impulses, protected the value of self-defense, perhaps the proto-natural right.
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106 However we must also keep in mind that Citizens United distributed anti-Hillary Clinton media, perhaps explaining the outcome on those terms.
107 U.S. CONST. amend. II.
110 Id. at 593 (quoting L. Schwoerer, The Declaration of Rights 283 (1981)).
McDonald v. Chicago decision, with Justice Alito writing the opinion, applied the broad Second Amendment protections espoused in Heller against the city of Chicago via the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause.\textsuperscript{112}

Justice Clarence Thomas, writing a lone concurrence, argued that instead the right to bear arms for self-defense should properly be applied against the states and municipalities via the Fourteenth Amendment’s Privileges or Immunities Clause instead of the Due Process Clause.\textsuperscript{113} Justice Thomas provides a magnum opus of libertarian thought and history regarding self-defense in the United States, particularly for disenfranchised blacks after the Civil War. Justice Thomas, although remaining well entrenched in the conservative bloc, wrote a lucid opinion steeped in natural law and classical liberal principles. Justice Thomas’s opinion drew on the amicus brief filed by the non-profit public interest libertarian law firm the Institute for Justice, which also recognized the intent and history behind the Privileges or Immunities Clause as providing for broad protections of a right to bear arms for self-defense.\textsuperscript{114} The dissents, on the other hand, argued for a collectivist and state-centric model of self-defense.\textsuperscript{115} The collectivist view of self-defense ignores the individualism inherent in the Constitution and a conservative bloc Justice signing onto that dissent would betray the libertarian dimension to their jurisprudence. The Roberts Court’s insistence that this fundamental right be protected highlights the classical liberal impulse of the Court.

\textsuperscript{112} McDonald v. City of Chicago, 561 U.S. 742 (2010) (plurality opinion).

\textsuperscript{113} Id. at 805 (Thomas, J., concurring).


VI. THE ROBERTS COURT HAS PROTECTED SEPARATION OF POWERS AND FEDERALISM, WHICH ARE KEY TO PREVENTING TYRANNY IN A CLASSICALLY LIBERAL GOVERNMENT.

The Constitution separates out the various powers of government into different branches. The power to create laws belongs to the Legislative Branch. The Executive Branch is tasked with enforcing the laws. The Judicial Branch must interpret and apply the laws. Under the system of checks and balances, all three branches have the ability to limit the power of the other branches. This simple framework for the Federal Government has remained intact since the Founding. In the Federalist Papers, James Madison wrote that the separation of powers is crucial for protecting liberty. He stated, “In order to lay a due foundation for that separate and distinct exercise of the different powers of government, which to a certain extent is admitted on all hands to be essential to the preservation of liberty, it is evident that each department should have a will of its own.”116 Madison continues that a system of checks and balances preserves liberty by stopping governmental encroachments.117 The protection of freedom was at the forefront of Madison’s mind in designing the Constitution’s separation of powers, and the Roberts Court has maintained both the separation of power and the checks and balances that protect freedom.

In the Noel Canning decision, The Roberts Court unanimously struck down President Obama’s decision to appoint members to the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) when the Senate said it was still in session.118 President Obama attempted to usurp the Senate’s ability to ratify Presidential nominees, and the Roberts Court preserved the separation of powers. This decision is significant because
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116 The Federalist No. 51 (James Madison).
117 Id.
both the liberal and conservative wings of the Court agreed that it was unconstitutional, including two Justices appointed by President Obama. The liberal-conservative model of jurisprudence would indicate that the liberal Justices would uphold the President’s actions and the conservatives vote to strike it down, but again a libertarian dimension to the Court shows that in practice the Justices voted to preserve the system of checks and balances designed to limit tyranny. Justice Scalia, in concurrence, plainly writes, “Since the separation of powers exists for the protection of individual liberty, its vitality ‘does not depend’ on ‘whether the encroached-upon branch approves the encroachment.’”\(^{119}\) Justice Scalia further acknowledges that “[c]onvenience and efficiency … are not the primary objectives of our constitutional framework.”\(^{120}\) This rhetoric undermines the necessary and proper clause’s interpretation as just meaning “convenient,” and Justice Scalia’s concurrence is full of the language of Friedrich Hayek.

Friedrich Hayek’s chapter “Planning and Democracy” from *The Road to Serfdom* provide similar arguments as Scalia’s libertarian concurring opinion.\(^{121}\) Hayek writes, “Democracy is essentially a means, a utilitarian device for safeguarding internal peace and individual freedom.”\(^{122}\) Hayek points out that the failure of a democracy to adequately plan a national economy drives a citizenry to call for a strong central government figure.\(^{123}\) Justice Scalia’s concurrence agrees with Hayek’s bold statement that:

> The false assurance which many people derive from this belief is an important cause of the general unawareness of the

\(^{119}\) *Id.* at 2593 (Scalia, J., concurring).

\(^{120}\) *Id.* at 2597-98 (internal quotations omitted).


\(^{122}\) *Id.* at 73.

\(^{123}\) *Id.* at 74.
dangers which we face. There is no justification for the belief that so long as power is conferred by democratic procedure, it cannot be arbitrary; the contrast suggested by this statement is altogether false: it is not the source but the limitation of power which prevents it from being arbitrary. Democratic control may prevent power from becoming arbitrary, but it does not do so by its mere existence.124

Justice Scalia’s statement that efficiency is not the ultimate aim of government but rather the protection of liberty reflects his formalist style. Although Hayek has never been cited by the Supreme Court,125 his influential writings have created shockwaves through academia, policy circles, and the judiciary. Justice Scalia’s classically liberal concurring opinion, in which three other “conservative” Justices signed onto, reaffirms the libertarian dimension on the Court.

*Shelby County v. Holder* was another decision in which the Roberts Court protected the federalist system envisioned by the Founders.126 The Constitution’s federalism framework provides that the Federal Government and the various State governments are both dually sovereign over the people.127 After the success of the Civil Rights movement, Congress passed the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which aimed to increase minority voting turnout by combating the racially-charged voting devices employed by Southern states.128 The Voting Rights Act’s main operative provision is Section 5, which calls for covered states129 to seek preclearance from the Federal Department
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124 *Id.*
127 *See, e.g.*, U.S. CONST. amend. X.
128 *Id.*
129 Pursuant to § 4’s coverage formula. *Id.*
of Justice or the United States District Court for the District of Columbia before making any changes in their voting laws, including redistricting. The Voting Rights Act, especially Section 5, has always been constitutionally controversial, but the Supreme Court held in *South Carolina v. Katzenbach* that the Voting Rights Act is constitutional under Congress’s power to enforce the Fifteenth Amendment to combat the “insidious and pervasive evil” of racist voting devices. Chief Justice Warren wrote that Section 5 is only constitutional because “exceptional conditions can justify legislative measures not otherwise appropriate.” Chief Justice Roberts pointed out that the exceptional nature of the rampancy of racist voting devices is now long gone when he wrote, “Nearly 50 years later, things have changed dramatically.” After all, the Voting Rights Act Section 5 was originally intended to last only five years, which highlights the emergency nature of its constitutionality. The Voting Rights Act was being applied by the federal government to every election law and ordinance, including silly things like utility district election boards. If the Roberts Court allowed this broad and exigent law to continue, it would harken back to Ronald Reagan’s proclamation that “a government bureau is the nearest thing to eternal life we’ll ever see on this earth.” The Roberts Court, in a 5-4 decision along right-left paradigm lines, struck down the pre-clearance coverage formulas of the Voting Rights Act as being “based on 40-year-
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132 *Id.* at 334.
old facts having no logical relation to the present day.” This is a stunningly libertarian decision that upbraids the growth of government. Libertarian economist Robert Higgs pointed out that governments often use “emergencies” and “crises” to push the boundaries of their power, and the Voting Rights Act was no different given Chief Justice Warren’s defense of the law as falling under “exceptional conditions.” Higgs’ “ratchet effect” theory identifies the problem of boundary-pushing in that it remains largely permanent – once the crises subsides the power is almost never returned to pre-crisis levels. The Voting Rights Act was renewed in 2006 for another 25 years yet still used the old coverage formula from the 1960s-70s. This would mean that when the renewal would expire the federal government would be using extraordinary power meant for emergencies using a coverage formula almost 70 years old. This should not be surprising. Even James Madison warned of “the old trick of turning every contingency into a resource for accumulating force in government.” This is a trend that has continued throughout the history of American governance. The “Sage of Baltimore” H.L. Mencken noted:

Government, like any other organism, refuses to acquiesce in its own extinction. This refusal, of course, involves the resistance to any effort to diminish its powers and prerogatives. There has been no organized effort to keep government down since Jefferson’s day. Ever since then the American

137 Shelby County, 133 S. Ct. at 2629.
140 See Higgs, supra note 138.
141 Shelby County, 133 S. Ct. at 2615.
people have been bolstering up its powers and giving it more
and more jurisdiction over their affairs. They pay for that
folly in increased taxes and diminished liberties. No govern-
ment as such is ever in favor of the freedom of the individual.
It invariably seeks to limit that freedom, if not by overt de-
nial, then by seeking constantly to widen its own func-
tions.\textsuperscript{143}

The fact that the Roberts Court could assemble a \textit{majority} of Justices
willing to strike down the Federal Government’s attempts at main-
taining a veto \textit{power} over state and local election laws shows its will-
ingness to protect federalist principles and cabin the ratchet effect,
both strong concerns of libertarians.

Although the Justices in \textit{Shelby County} voted along liberal-conser-
vative lines, the liberal and conservative positions are not appar-
ent. Congress and the Presidency have amended or reauthorized the
Voting Rights Act numerous times since its original 1964 inception.\textsuperscript{144}
This includes amendments and reauthorizations in 1970, 1975, 1982,
1992, and 2006, which include Presidents and Congresses of different
political parties. Also, the 2006 Voting Rights Act reauthorization at
issue in \textit{Shelby County} was passed unanimously in the Senate and
overwhelmingly in the House, again across both Democratic and Re-
publican Parties.\textsuperscript{145} President Bush, who nominated both Chief Jus-
tice Roberts and Justice Alito, signed off on the reauthorization. Fur-
thermore, the coverage formula included several Southern states as

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{143} H.L. MENCKEN, MINORITY REPORT 197 (1956).
\item \textsuperscript{144} U.S. COMM’N ON CIVIL RIGHTS, VOTING RIGHTS ENFORCEMENT & REAUTHORIZATION (2006), available at http://www.usccr.gov/pubs/051006VRARea-
tReport.pdf.
\item \textsuperscript{145} See Jaime Fuller, Republicans Used to Unanimously Back the Voting Rights Act. Not
Any More., WASHINGTON POST (June 26, 2014), http://www.washing-
tonpost.com/blogs/the-fix/wp/2014/06/26/republicans-used-to-unanimously-
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well as “the States of Alaska, Arizona, and Texas, as well as several counties in California, Florida, Michigan, New York, North Carolina, and South Dakota.” 146 There was no one political party that was heavily incentivized to have the law upheld or struck down because both “red” states and “blue” states were covered under the coverage formula. The right-left paradigm of jurisprudence correctly described the 5-4 split in Shelby County but did not provide any predictive value, whereas a recognition of the Roberts Court classical liberalism did have predictive success in this highly publicized case.

VII. THE LIBERAL JUSTICES ALSO HAVE A LIBERTARIAN EDGE

The Roberts Court’s liberal wing has been crucial in deciding classically liberal decisions as well. In order for the liberal bloc of the Roberts Court to receive a majority, at least one conservative Justice must switch their vote, which often happens in decisions advancing classical liberal principles. Justices Sonia Sotomayor and Elena Kagan have continued this classical liberal trend as well.

In almost Hayekian fashion, the Court has endorsed the view first espoused by Justice Brandeis that the various states serve as fifty “laboratories of democracy.” 147 This concession of the value of decentralization of knowledge and power from the liberal Justice Ginsburg is significant because it reflects the original federalist framework of the Constitution in which the various States can decide important political decisions for themselves 148 and citizens can vote with their feet, whereby citizens can move to communities that share their morals and provide better legal frameworks. Classical liberal law professor Richard Epstein wrote, “Federalism works best where it is
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146 Shelby County v. Holder, 133 S. Ct. 2612, 2620 (2013).
148 See U.S. CONST. amend. X.
possible to vote with your feet. The state that exploits its productive individuals runs the risk that they will take their business elsewhere. The exit threat therefore enforces the competitive regime.”

This decentralization federalist model reinforces Hayek’s powerful thesis that the knowledge of factual circumstances is decentralized and fragmented, which means whatever knowledge just a few people have in the system can be conveyed via prices to the vast majority who need to know nothing. The liberal Justices sometimes talk like Hayek, look like Hayek, and quack like Hayek, but they still do not always vote like Hayek. However, that still does not mean the Liberal bloc lacks a libertarian element.

The Liberal bloc places high value on the protection of certain individual and minority rights, and that often allows for libertarian decisions in those areas. The Liberal Justices often vote to advance homosexual rights instead of upholding state laws that discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation. It is the liberal wing of the Roberts Court that has provided the bulk of the votes necessary for homosexual equality. The bloc so willing to defer to government authority in other areas like the economy and healthcare understands the value of individual sexual autonomy and the importance of shielding the people from government intrusion into relationships. It is not just the unenumerated right to privacy that Griswold laid out decades ago. Rather, the liberal wing has signed onto opinions that state
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153 See United States v. Carolene Products Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152 n.4 (1938) for the Supreme Court’s foundation on which economic deference has been built.
154 See, e.g., Sebelius, 132 S. Ct. at 2615 (Ginsburg, J., concurring).
155 381 U.S. 479 (1965).
that homosexual conduct’s immunity to state interference is based on a liberty interest.\textsuperscript{156} Because none of the liberal Justices identify as a libertarian outright, their willingness to ground the advancement of individual rights in the principles of freedom and liberty is not generally applicable but rather limited to individualized contexts and cases. Freedom of speech is another domain where the Liberal Justices perpetuate classical liberal norms.

The Liberal Justices provided the votes necessary to strike down the Stolen Valor Act as unconstitutional in \textit{United States v. Alvarez}.\textsuperscript{157} The Stolen Valor Act,\textsuperscript{158} signed into law in 2006, provided criminal sanctions if someone lied about receiving military decorations or medals. Xavier Alvarez, a habitual liar, stated at a municipal water district board meeting that he was once injured in war and had received the Congressional Medal of Honor, which violated the Stolen Valor Act. Justice Kennedy, writing a plurality with Chief Justice Roberts and Liberal Justices Ginsburg and Sotomayor, struck down the law as a violation of the First Amendment. Justice Kennedy noted that “The statute seeks to control and suppress all false statements on this one subject in almost limitless times and settings. And it does so entirely without regard to whether the lie was made for the purpose of material gain.”\textsuperscript{159} The importance Justice Kennedy placed on the Act’s lack of an element requiring material gain fits into the libertarian non-aggression principle because non-truths that result in no harm should not cause criminal sanctions. Furthermore, Justice Kennedy points out the severe intrusiveness of the law, saying it goes so far as to “apply with equal force to personal, whispered conversations within a home.”\textsuperscript{160} The Stolen Valor Act created a victimless

\textsuperscript{156} \textit{Windsor}, 133 S. Ct. at 2695.
\textsuperscript{157} 132 S. Ct. 2537 (2012).
\textsuperscript{158} 18 U.S.C. § 704.
\textsuperscript{159} \textit{Alvarez}, 132 S. Ct. at 2547.
\textsuperscript{160} Id.
crime out of whispers in the home. The Liberal Justices Ginsburg’s and Sotomayor’s signing onto Justice Kennedy’s plurality opinion signals their agreement with libertarian reasoning taken right from John Stuart Mill.161 Mill reasoned that allowing lies to be protected as free speech would allow for a fuller understanding of the truth, a “better truth.”162 Justice Breyer and Justice Kagan, both on the Roberts Court’s liberal bloc, went further than Mill and Kennedy in Alvarez, instead recognizing the positive value of lying in a concurrence. Justice Breyer provided a long litany of valuable lies, including lies to “prevent embarrassment, protect privacy, shield a person from prejudice, provide the sick with comfort, or preserve a child’s innocence … stop a panic or otherwise preserve calm in the face of danger.”163 The libertarian component of the Liberal bloc based on Mill’s writings goes back almost 100 years. In developing a “market-place of ideas” model of free speech, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes advocated for a free exchange of ideas:

Persecution for the expression of opinions seems to me perfectly logical. If you have no doubt of your premises or your power and want a certain result with all your heart you naturally express your wishes in law and sweep away all opposition. To allow opposition by speech seems to indicate that you think the speech impotent, as when a man says that he has squared the circle, or that you do not care whole heartedly for the result, or that you doubt either your power or your premises. But when men have realized that time has upset many fighting faiths, they may come to believe even more than they believe the very foundations of their own

161 See generally JOHN STUART MILL, ON LIBERTY (1859).
162 Id.
163 Alvarez, 132 S. Ct. at 2553 (Breyer, J., concurring).
conduct that the ultimate good desired is better reached by free trade in ideas—that the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the market, and that truth is the only ground upon which their wishes safely can be carried out.\textsuperscript{164}

The Liberal bloc of the Roberts Court, as did Holmes and Mill, believes in the value of competition and the marketplace for the exchange of information and beliefs, which is compatible with the classical liberal principles of free trade and free thought. The Roberts Court’s liberals gain are well positioned to advance decisions that promote the natural law and libertarian ideas.

\textbf{VIII. The Libertarian Dimension to the Court does not explain everything}

Because some decisions of the Roberts Court run counter to libertarian principles, there must be another explanation. The unintentional, fractured nature of the Roberts Court’s libertarianism instinct means the Court limits freedom. Plus, we have to remember that the Justices of the Supreme Court are government employees with lifetime tenure, nominated by powerful Presidents and affirmed by calculating Senators.

The Roberts Court, although positive in some regards, has created some problematic Fourth Amendment decisions that are incompatible with classical liberalism. In \textit{Maryland v. King}, the Roberts Court held that the police can take DNA swabs of arrestees and run that through a national index upon arrest, even if wrongly arrested.\textsuperscript{165} The Roberts Court has also held that a police officer’s

\textsuperscript{164} Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919).

\textsuperscript{165} 133 S.Ct. 1 (2012).
search can be justified even if there was a mistake of law on the officer’s part. In *Heien v. North Carolina*, a police officer pulled over a car and searched it because it had only one brake light working, which is in fact legal in North Carolina. Chief Justice Roberts wrote that “because the mistake of law was reasonable, there was reasonable suspicion justifying the stop.” This should worry classical liberals because it creates two sets of laws, one for citizens and one for government, by failing to apply the famous maxim “ignorance of the law is no excuse” to the government.

The *Obergefell* gay marriage decision also has an imperfect libertarian reading. Although the majority recognized a right to gay marriage, the decision betrayed the “laboratories of democracy” framework that *Shelby County* upheld. *Obergefell* struck down decades of democratically-enacted state marriage laws, arguably betraying federalist concerns. I still choose to categorize the *Obergefell* decision as heavily libertarian because it ultimately advances people’s freedoms, but I recognize the implementation was not necessarily perfect from a federalist perspective. As mentioned in Chief Justice Roberts’s dissent, even Justice Ginsburg recognized this federalism tension in the abortion context by writing “Heavy-handed judicial intervention was difficult to justify and appears to have provoked, not resolved, conflict.” This reflects the unconscious nature of the libertarian instincts on the Court because Justices are weighing multiple, often non-libertarian, values.
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Although perhaps the strongest Court ever in the free speech domain, the Roberts Court is not perfectly libertarian regarding speech. In *Morse v. Frederick*, the Roberts Court, Chief Justice Roberts himself writing, held that a student banner reading “Bong Hits 4 Jesus” at a school event during the 2002 Olympic Torch Relay was not constitutionally protected speech. Chief Justice Roberts wrote that the sign promoted illegal drug use and undermined the educational and safety goals of the school. Roberts continued that “the constitutional rights of students in public school are not automatically coextensive with the rights of adults in other settings” and “that the rights of students “must be ‘applied in light of the special characteristics of the school environment.’” Chief Justice Roberts ignores the fact that the student was 18 years old when the sign was unraveled, which means he was a legal adult. Furthermore, compulsory education laws require that students attend school, which means that the government is forcibly limiting students’ Constitutional rights. The liberal Justice Stevens, in dissent, argued that “carving out pro-drug speech for uniquely harsh treatment finds no support in our case law and is inimical to the values protected by the First Amendment.” At least Justice Stevens and his co-signers, liberal Justices Ginsburg and Souter, remain true to the foundation principle of natural law that rights exist for all people in all times and all places, not limited by the “special characteristics” of their environment. Despite

172 *Id.* at 394.
173 *Id.* at 396-97.
175 See, e.g., ALASKA STAT. ANN. § 14.30.010 (West 2014).
176 *Morse*, 551 U.S. at 438-39 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
the Chief Justice’s assurances that students do not “shed their constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate,” the message sent by his opinion is quite the opposite.

Justice Thomas, the closest thing to a libertarian judge on the Roberts Court, wrote a concurring opinion that argued that elementary and secondary students actually have no free speech rights, grounding his opinion on the pedagogical and legal norms of the early 1800s. Justice Thomas’s analogy is inappropriate because those early norms and decisions were before the passage of the 14th Amendment, which means school actions did not implicate the First Amendment’s bar that “Congress shall make no law.” Thomas posited that under the in loco parentis legal doctrine that the state acts in place of the students’ parents during school hours, which should disturb libertarian distrust of state paternalism. Thomas further reasoned that since the 18 year old plaintiff was still a student then in loco parentis still applies, rendering the student’s status as a legal adult inconsequential. This is problematic under both libertarianism and natural law because individual rights exist in all times and all places.

Rampant deference over the past several decades to Congressional and state statutes, no matter how absurd, is a feature of the
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Supreme Court, the Roberts Court included, that is vexing to libertarians. The Supreme Court has held that the Court should defer to legislatures on economic issues if there is a rational basis for the regulation, meaning that if someone could rationally think the law could further the compelling government interest then it will be upheld.\(^{183}\) The rational basis test has been broadened to force the Supreme Court to look at compelling \textit{unstated} interests that the legislature \textit{might} have considered.\(^{184}\) This lap-dog form of jurisprudence means that judges must disregard their Solomonic equitable duties and instead invent abstractions to allow government interventions. Perhaps instead of viewing the judicial branch as coequal with the Executive and Legislative Branches, the Supreme Court views their deference to economic matters as one of institutional incompetence.

The argument goes that, unlike Congress, the Supreme Court does not face constituents or listen to interest groups, which are both tools Congress and state legislatures uses to enact legislation.\(^{185}\) The Court excels at adjudicating rights and procedure between individuals and governments. The Court is institutionally incompetent to make major economic decisions for our nation while still being the proper forum for human rights. The Court is not made up of expert economists but rather lawyers, which allegedly justifies the deference.\(^{186}\) This is why the Court has had such great success advancing unenumerated rights like voting rights and privacy. This understanding of the Court’s role is seen in both the Commerce Clause which grants Congress power over economic affairs and the various

\(^{183}\) United States v. Carolene Products, 304 U.S. 144, 152 n.4 (1938).

\(^{184}\) U.S. R.R. Ret. Bd. v. Fritz, 449 U.S. 166, 180-81 (1980) (“[W]e must discover a correlation between the classification and either the actual purpose of the statute or a legitimate purpose that we may reasonably presume to have motivated an impartial legislature”).
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\(^{186}\) See F.A. HAYEK, \textit{The Road to Serfdom} 65 (Routledge Classics 2001) (1944).
broad provisions in the Reconstruction Amendments which grant individual rights to all, which the Court must enforce. Carolene Products spells out that the Court should defer to Congress and legislatures on economic matters but remain ever vigilant in the protection of minorities and human rights. One problem with this is that it ignores the Hayekian reality that everyone is incompetent to make major economic decisions that affect the entire nation – the knowledge required is dispersed and humanly unattainable. Further, if the Court is best positioned to focus on individuals, then the pro-deference arguments would seemingly be self-defeating and warrant less deference because individuals are always affected by regulations. This Hayekian insight should compel the Court to be more willing to strike down economic regulations that are protectionist and ineffective, if not economic harmful. Especially given the prevalence of the “Brandeis Brief” stressing economic and social science statistics, the Court generally has the information available to weigh the pros and cons of legislation in a manner similar to the Hand Formula.

IX. THE NEAR FUTURE

The libertarian tinge to the Roberts Court has provided crucial insights into future cases. Individuals and corporations have won crucial protections against government interference across the spectrum of Constitutional issues. The Roberts Court’s willingness to wrestle with the Obama Administration especially has produced key Constitutional showdowns. The Roberts Court has ruled against the Obama Administration unanimously well over a dozen times, which
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is a stunning rebuke of Executive overreach. The Roberts Court has created a friendly environment to the judicial protection of the Constitution and liberty, and a somewhat hostile environment to Executive violations.

The ideologies of the Justices pit differing methods of statutory interpretation against each other. Justice Scalia has led a conservative legal movement beginning in the 1980s by advocating the return to the actual text as the foundation of interpreting statutes and legal texts. Justice Scalia’s textualist arguments have found favor among many legal conservatives and liberals alike, and he has influenced the entire Supreme Court. Justice Scalia’s firebrand textualism fits a classically liberal mold because it ensures clarity and predictability in the law instead of vagueness and holes for government exploitative opportunism. Textualism confines judges to interpreting the law instead of making the law. Hard textualism also punishes Congress for poor draftsmanship by just reading and interpreting the law as plainly written, which should incentivize Federal Representatives and Senators to be more careful in drafting statutes. On the other hand, purposivism focuses on the legislative history and Congressional intent behind laws, often employing tortured reading of statutes to advance Congressional intent. Purposivism allows Congress to escape poor drafting as long as the Court can find
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a “purpose,” an inherently nebulous and collectivist concept with no tangible meaning. A critical question not immediately answerable by purposivism is “Whose purpose?” as well. Is it the purpose of the interest group that advanced and lobbied for the bill? Is it the purpose in the Senate Committee Reports? Is it the purpose of the legislator that constitutes a majority vote? Justice Scalia’s textualism draws upon the lessons learned from Hayek about the local knowledge problem. In a well-cited and vociferous dissent early in Scalia’s tenure on the Court, before he made his textualist imprint, Justice Scalia wrote that the failure of purposivism is that, “[t]he number of possible motivations, to begin with, is not binary, or indeed even finite” and “of course, he may have had (and very likely did have) a combination of some of … many other motivations. To look for the sole purpose of even a single legislator is probably to look for something that does not exist.” Finding the purpose of a legislature is inherently collectivist because it assumes that a group has a single consciousness, which is an impossibility because groups are made up of individuals with their own motivations and desires with dispersed knowledge. A majority of the Roberts Court are textualists, or at least soft textualists, but even then they’re not fixed textualists because unfavorable consequences of reading the law as written can overcome “strong” plain meaning arguments.

Recently, the Roberts Court granted certiorari to Friedrichs v. California Teachers Association, a free speech and right of association case.
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involving a public teacher’s union.201 In California, public school teachers are required to join the public school teacher union and pay union dues under the aegis of “agency shop” laws grounded in Abood v. Detroit Bd. of Educ.202 Rebecca Friedrichs is a public school teacher in California, and she objects to the mandatory union fees taken out of her paycheck that are often spent on supporting political causes she does not agree with and she does not support the teacher union in general. Friedrichs asserts that money taken out of her paycheck to support causes she does not agree with violates her First Amendment right to free speech and her right of association. Friedrichs is asking Supreme Court to overrule Abood and hold that individuals have the right to control their own speech by voluntarily spending their own money on causes they support instead of being forced to financially support causes they detest. Both the liberal-conservative and libertarian instinct models of the Roberts Court predict that the Roberts Court will vote for the teacher and strike down the compulsory union dues, especially considering the Roberts Court has provided the strongest defense of free speech in our nation’s history.

Although often characterized as “political fodder,”203 Speaker of the House John Boehner is suing President Obama in Federal Court for his unilateral delay of the Affordable Care Act. The theory of the lawsuit is simple: the President took an oath to faithfully execute the laws of the United States and the President is unilaterally not fulfilling that obligation. Speaker Boehner convinced prominent liberal law professor Jonathan Turley of George Washington University
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Law School to be his attorney for the lawsuit, which should appeal to Judges amendable to vote switching. Furthermore, it is not entirely clear that this is a right-left issue with predictable voting behavior. Executive overreach is something that affects all citizens. There were major cries for criminal prosecution of George Bush when he was President, especially because of John Yoo’s infamous “Torture Memos.” If an Executive becomes a “do something” dictator like Karl Schmitt wanted, that is a price everyone pays so it is not an overtly conservative or liberal issue – it’s a freedom v. subordination issue. Granted, if this lawsuit were to reach the Supreme Court it would take years because of the infamous speediness of Federal appeals. However, the atmosphere of the Roberts Supreme Court thus far has been much more accommodating to such upstart lawsuits than previous Courts, which should provide, at least in theory, a fighting chance for the lawsuit’s success. The Roberts Court is more classically liberal than any of its member Justices individually, which should generate libertarian ramifications in the near future.

208 A negative externality.
209 However, the United States District Court for the District of Columbia has granted the House standing to challenge the appropriations. See United States House of Representatives v. Burwell, No. CV 14-1967 (RMC), 2015 WL 5294762 (D.D.C. Sept. 9, 2015).
X. CONCLUSION

Although no single Justice on the Roberts Court self-identifies as a libertarian, the Roberts Court is a uniquely libertarian-esque Supreme Court unlike any other in American history. The Roberts Court’s decentralized, fractured libertarianism creates decisions that advance classical liberal principles over an extensive array of Constitutional topics. This fragmentary element also means different Justices, on both the liberal and conservative blocs, split their votes in a libertarian fashion – both liberal and conservative Justices write libertarian opinions that reflect America’s classically liberal natural law tradition. However, even voting patterns predicated on the liberal-conservative bloc paradigm produce binding libertarian decisions as well. This classically liberal model, although unintentional by the Justices, has developed natural law decisions that reflect a concern for individual liberty and human rights, most notably in the domains of free speech and gun rights.

The New York Times asked if America was on the verge of a “libertarian moment,” and the answer is that America, through its Supreme Court, is already in the midst of one. The splintered Roberts Court has produced libertarian decisions that parallel Hayekian insights about decentralized knowledge and a distrust of government intervention. The Cato Institute, the foremost libertarian Washington think-tank co-founded by Murray Rothbard, went 10-1 and 15-3 in recent terms in its Supreme Court amicus filings, meaning the Supreme Court sided with the party the Cato Institute argued should
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win many more times than it did not. That is a high winning percentage, and it is doubtful any other amicus party can boast similar results given that the Cato Institute is in a unique position to capitalize on the libertarian dimension of the Court. Reason Magazine went so far as to claim that the Roberts Court is in fact “libertarian-leaning.”213 The libertarian-tinted Roberts Court should advance the natural law and classical liberal principles going forward.